
JOB DESCRIPTION
Job Title: Digital Engagement Lead

Responsible to: TBC

Key internal
relationships:

Communications Team, Stream Team, Senior Leadership Team

Key external
relationships:

Pioneer Network, Elim Church

Job Context

Open Heaven is a strong and growing church. Our vision is ‘making disciples who
establish Heaven on Earth’. We are known for our effective discipleship culture, the
development and release of younger leaders, and working in unity and partnership with
others across the body of Christ.

Our model is ‘One Church with Multiple Expressions’ with a vision to reach every
unreached network and neighbourhood. Mission is the organising principle of how we
grow Open Heaven and as such we already have three local expressions: OH1 our
18-30s expression; OH2 our generations together expression; and OH3 our intercultural
expression. We also host a monthly Messy Church and have sent church planting teams
out into France and Wales.

In 2013, we moved into St Peter’s Centre. This facility is where OH2 meets, where we
run community engagement projects and where we host conferences to serve the
national Pioneer network, which is led by our Team Leader, Ness Wilson.

Like many churches, we have gone online since March 2020 and as lockdown lifts, we
know online is here to stay. We want to move from simply adapting to the new digital
space, to flourishing in it. This new post will help us create and implement effective
strategies to help a digital fringe become disciples of Jesus, by connecting them into
community, both online community and in person community.

Job Purpose

● To bring active leadership into our online expression of Open Heaven and train up
a team of digital evangelists and pastors. You will learn from others around the
country in similar roles, researching and implementing best practice in engaging
our online audience, leading our online host team, and helping turn our digital
fringe into disciples

● To be our primary social media lead and have a passion to reach out, gather and
engage with many who are first connecting with us in the digital space through
Facebook, Instagram and YouTube



There is the opportunity of an additional 7.5 hours per week if you have the necessary
skills to assist in providing graphic design and motion content, and copywriting, as
outlined below and in Areas of Responsibility 3 and 4:

● To assist in providing Open Heaven Church with graphic design and motion
content, which meets the needs and goals of our brand

● To write copy in the Open Heaven Church tone and style which communicates
our vision and values

Areas of Responsibility

1. To bring active leadership into our online expression of Open Heaven by:
● proactively researching and implementing best practice with engaging online

audiences during our livestreams and throughout the week
● creating meaningful ways for new visitors to get connected and embedded in our

community
● recruiting and training our online volunteer host team to help grow our digital

audience into disciples
● training up a team of digital evangelists and pastors
● creating and implementing strategy to increase engagement
● liaising with online hosts oversight about upcoming notices

2. To be our primary social media lead by:
● using our social media platforms as a place to gather, engage and get people

connected
● scheduling effective social media content for Facebook and Instagram
● managing and executing social media campaigns that create community across

Open Heaven, communicate our vision and values, share the gospel in relevant
and creative ways and promote key events eg. Christmas

● keeping information on Open Heaven Facebook groups live and up to date
● overseeing monthly social media reporting, collecting data and reporting to Senior

Leadership

For candidates offering additional graphic design and motion content, and copywriting
skills:
3. To assist in providing Open Heaven Church with graphic design and motion content,

by:
● demonstrating visual storytelling through graphic design (type, composition,

layout) and motion for all media platforms
● contributing and leading on the creation of graphics and video through creating

content across our social media platforms (Facebook, Instagram, YouTube) and
print media

● manipulating existing graphics and motion content to be used across various
platforms



● assisting ministry leads with branding and marketing

4. To write copy in the Open Heaven Church tone and style which communicates our
vision and values, by:
● using copywriting skills to write unique, accessible and vision-focused content in

line with our values and mission
● overseeing the weekly podcast upload and copywriting
● writing copy for social media and ad hoc projects
● writing Sunday morning notices for gathering leaders
● assisting with ad hoc website edits with an awareness of SEO
● overseeing weekly mailchimp notices

PERSON SPECIFICATION
It is a genuine occupational requirement of this post to have a personal faith in
Jesus in order to help make Open Heaven Church a place where people can
encounter God, grow in their discipleship journey and build community

Personal Qualities
● To demonstrate a Christ-centred character including a deep love for God and

grace and love for people
● To demonstrate a consistent integrity, humility and valuing what Jesus values
● To demonstrate a commitment to understand and operate within the relational

and culturally relevant culture of Open Heaven, our vision and values
● To be passionate about church growth in the digital space
● To model a healthy work ethic
● To be flexible, reliable and a proactive team player
● To have flexibility in working hours; Sunday will be an occasional work day as will

some evenings
● To possess a commitment to teamwork and continual learning
● To connect with and learn from others doing a similar role in other churches

Experience
To have experience in:

● administrating online church platforms
● graphic and motion design programs such as: Adobe After Effects, Premiere Pro,

Photoshop, InDesign, and Illustrator
● writing copy in a tone that represents a brand
● managing volunteers and leading teams

Skills/Abilities
● To have a passion for social media and church online as a place to gather,

engage and get people connected



● To have a passion and good understanding of best practice and ability to design
for all social media platforms (Instagram, Facebook, YouTube)

● To demonstrate a high degree of accuracy and show meticulous attention to
detail

● To have strong organisational skills
● To be able to prioritise tasks in accordance with the current needs of the church
● To be highly motivated in your work and able to take initiative
● To be self-motivated to learn as much as possible and continue to grow
● To be comfortable accepting briefs and direction and working to deadlines
● To possess an ability to work well under pressure, cope with frequent change and

meet deadlines
● To possess an ability to adapt to quick turnarounds or brand direction changes
● To demonstrate an ability to present ideas clearly and concisely
● To be relationally skilled and able to work in close collaboration with team

members and church members and handle conflict effectively


